• RESULTS: The average time for IOL implantation was 22.0s for NC60, 43.2s for MX60, 32.3s for SN60WF, 41.4s for ZCB00, and 14.6s for PCB00 respectively. The number of cases with IOL manipulation with a second instrument was 6 for MX60, 2 for ZCB00, 0 for SN60WF, NC60, and PCB00.
INTRODUCTION
A long with the development of more sophisticated intraocular lens (IOL) delivery through smaller incisions, modern cataract surgery has continually advanced.
Also, cataract surgery via small incisions has resulted in better postoperative visual outcomes such as less postoperative astigmatism, reduced inflammation, a lower risk of early postoperative infection and faster would healing [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
With the goal of providing better operating conditions, further advancement of injectable foldable IOLs has led to the development of a preloaded IOL delivery system. Benefits of the preloaded system include the elimination of IOL injector loading variability, avoidance of potential IOL loading errors and reduced operation time [6] . However, IOL delivery through the preloaded system has reportedly failed to meet the expectations in terms of predictability as well as particular safety issues [7] [8] [9] [10] . According to Ong et al [8] , only 45% of 85 cases showed correct IOL delivery, while 55% needed additional rotational manipulation of IOL orientation. Also, other problems related to the preloaded IOL delivery system were reported, including trapped trailing haptic, haptic-optic adhesion, overriding of plunger over optic, and trauma to optic edge [7, [9] [10] . Some other studies also mentioned concerns regarding the risk of bacterial contamination when using the preloaded IOL delivery system [11] [12] [13] .
When ophthalmic viscosurgical devices (OVDs) are injected into a capsular bag during IOL delivery to form enough space for IOL implantation and removed via an irrigation/aspiration procedure, some residual OVD remaining after cataract surgery can cause bacterial contamination [14] IOL implantation, which authors insisted to be related to a lower bacterial contamination rate. The research demonstrated less OVD backflow in the preloaded IOL delivery system compared to the non-preloaded system and thus, concluded that the high bacterial contamination rate of preloaded IOL is associated with less OVD backflow during IOL implantation.
Based upon previous studies, we planned to investigate delivery characteristics of preloaded IOL. Therefore, we aimed to compare preloaded IOL delivery systems with nonpreloaded systems in terms of predictability and safety. We evaluated the predictability of preloaded IOL delivery systems during loading and implantation procedures in human eyes. We also investigated dynamics of OVD during IOL implantation with colored OVD in both preloaded and non-preloaded IOL delivery systems in porcine eyes.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS
This study was approved prospectively by the Institutional Signature System (Abbott Medical Optics, Inc.) was used for phacoemulsification of nuclear fragments. Phaco tips with a 30-degree bevel and standard sleeves were used. NC60 and PCB00 were implanted in a capsular bag using a preloaded IOL delivery system without any incision tunnel enlargement. The surgeon filled a cartridge with OVD before IOL implantation.
Conversely, MX60, SN60WF and ZCB00 were implanted in a capsular bag with non-preloaded IOL delivery systems. Single OVD (Healon, Abbott Medical Optics Inc.) was used both in preloaded and non-preloaded systems. Characteristics of each IOL and cartridge are shown in Table 1 . Diopters of IOL was selected to achieve emmetropia. Both main incision and side ports were sealed with stromal hydration using balanced salt solution (BSS, Alcon Laboratories Inc.) at the end of surgery.
Finally, all wounds were tested for leakage using a cellulose sponge.
The time from the start of IOL loading to completion of IOL implantation in the capsular bag was measured, and the number of cases requiring additional manipulation with a Sinskey hook to complete implantation of both IOL haptics in the capsular bag was recorded. Analyses were conducted using video recordings of cataract surgeries, by a single observer (Lee H). (Table 2) .
With regards to IOL delivery time, implantation of NC60 and PCB00 using preloaded IOL delivery systems was significantly faster than other IOL groups using non-preloaded IOL delivery systems. Among non-preloaded groups, implantation of SN60WF was significantly faster than that of MX60 and ZCB00. The number of cases with additional IOL manipulation with a secondary instrument was 0/22 (0) for NC60, 0/18 (0) for SN60WF, 6/19 (31.6%) for MX60, 2/21 (9.5%) for ZCB00, and 0/21 (0) for PCB00. IOL power did not differ significantly among the groups. Surgical complications during IOL delivery, such as haptic entrapment, haptic-optic adhesion, IOL damage, and overriding of injector plunger overoptic were not reported.
A total 42 eyes underwent phacoemulsification procedures using the same TECNIS IOL. IOL delivery time using a preloaded system was reduced 64.7% compared to a nonpreloaded system for the same IOL (Figure 1 ). In the experimental study using porcine eyes, in all cases colored OVD flowed from an injector into anterior chamber during IOL delivery As a result, IOL delivery time with preloaded systems (NC60 and PCB00) was shorter than other IOLs with non-preloaded systems. Furthermore, IOL delivery using preloaded system (PCB00) was faster than non-preloaded system (ZCB00) for the same IOL. In non-preloaded systems, it took more time to deliver MX60 and ZCB00 compared to SN60WF. MX60 is a prehydrated IOL which has higher glass transition temperature and this is reported to increase IOL unfolding time in the capsular bag [16] . This explains relatively longer IOL delivery time of MX60 compared to SN60WF. In cases of ZCB00, relatively thicker design and stiffer material of the IOL lead to prolonged IOL loading and implantation time compared to SN60WF.
Preloaded delivery systems can also reduce IOL injector loading errors, which may cause undesirable IOL behavior such as haptic entrapment or injector plunger overriding. There was no case with those undesirable IOL behaviors in this study.
Previous studies have indicated that preloaded IOL delivery systems were less effective, and were associated with a greater chance of contamination [7] [8] 11, 13] . However, predictability of IOL delivery is not solely determined by injector systems, because other factors such as surgeon's skills, type and material of IOL also affect predictability of IOL delivery.
Additional manipulation of the IOL is known to increase risk of damage to IOL, iris and lens capsule, and increase surgical time. In this study, there was no case required additional IOL handling after injection with preloaded IOL delivery systems.
Compared to the previous study, our study showed much shorter IOL delivery time for preloaded systems (22.0s and 14.6s versus 47s). In addition, there were much less cases which needed additional IOL manipulation in our study (0 versus 55%). A previous study analyzing OVD dynamics during IOL delivery reported instant OVD backflow into injector cartridge during IOL delivery in a preloaded system [11] . The authors concluded that this OVD backflow could be associated with less intraocular contamination. Compared with the previous study in which color-stained OVD was only filled at the tip of an injector cartridge, color-stained OVD was filled in a whole cartridge in our study. Instant OVD backflow was not noted at all in our study. We suspect that wound was possibly not tight enough to cause instant OVD backflow in our study based upon the fact that tightness of surgical wound can affect OVD dynamics.
According to previous experiences from the surgeon (Kim TI) who have used all 5 IOLs in the current study, IOL delivery of preloaded systems could be more effective and safe when compared with IOL delivery of non-preloaded systems. Limitations of this study includes that few types of preloaded IOL delivery system were investigated. Further study comparing various kinds of preloaded system is needed to deduce more generalized conclusion. Analysis of OVD pushed into anterior chamber in porcine study also had limitation. As we only measured volume of colored OVD by 2-dimensional images from video screenshot, the result might be only approximation of 3-dimensional volume. Additionally, the number of porcine eyes was not sufficient to generalize difference of OVD dynamics between preloaded and nonpreloaded systems.
In conclusion, faster IOL delivery and less additional IOL manipulations clearly demonstrate effectiveness of preloaded systems compared to non-preloaded IOL systems. Relatively less amount of OVD pushed into anterior chamber during IOL implantation in a preloaded delivery system could be associated with less chance of bacterial contamination.
However, this experimental study seems to be insufficient to conclude safety of preloaded systems. Further study is needed to investigate factors related to efficacy and safety between preloaded and non-preloaded IOL delivery systems.
